Abstract-Combining with signs of lung diseases in highresolution computed tomography (HRCT) images, this paper introduced texture feature extraction into HRCT images analysis. By analyses the relationship of texture features and imaging disease signs, selected three kinds relevant texture features, realized texture parameter extraction of any region of interest (ROI) and straight line, calculated area of lung tissue. This paper presented a segmentation algorithm based on the granular computing theory. This algorithm uses the average gray value of ROI to select seed points automatically. According to tolerance relation system, the criteria of growth is improved, segmented the lung tissue of chest HRCT accurately. The results of extensive experiments illustrate that we can extract texture parameter effectively, gain the data needed for diagnosis of lungs disease. It is the more pertinence and practicality than classical texture analysis methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) is the main diagnostic tool for small airways lesions. In the expiratory HRCT, there are four HRCT signs of small airways disease including limitations of air-trapping, intraluminal bronchial tree-in-bud, mosaic sign and bronchiolar lumen expansion [1] . Currently, doctors diagnose small airway disease by observing the signs and professional experience. But the lack of quantitative analysis of images lead to it is difficult to observe objectively the signs changes of small airway disease. In order to obtain diagnostic data, quantitative analysis of HRCT images is needed, including texture feature extraction and lung tissue segmentation. However, HRCT images have many tissues and wide gray distributions difficulty, so it is hard to texture analysis and tissue segmentation.
For the HRCT images, texture feature extraction approaches have four major categories including structure analysis method, statistical analysis method, modeling method and signal processing method. Structure analysis method commonly used to describe the texture with formal language, but it is difficult to describe a natural texture and establish texture primitive [2] . Modeling method try to build a model which can be used not only describe the texture, but also model the texture synthesis. Main models are self-regression model, Markov random field models (MRFs) and Fractal model, etc [3] . Taleb Ahmed use fractal geometry model to analyze the bone texture of CT images [4] which lay the foundation of quantitative analysis for the disease osteoporosis.
Modeling method requires a lot of calculations to determine the appropriate parameters [5] , fractal models lack direction selectivity and demand expensive computation [2] [6]. The signal processing method need linear transformation, filtering and other processing at first, and then conduct some of the energy measure computation, it is lack the description of local shape of texture [7] . Non-linear and smooth operation on the texture classification performance is essential [8] . The general method of texture analysis can provide quantitative texture parameter for medical diagnosis. For HRCT images with high-similarity, statistical analysis method is more suitable for HRCT image texture analysis.
As the main content of the chest HRCT quantitative analysis, accurate lung segmentation is a basis for quantitative calculating the area of lung tissue. The traditional thresholds method can be actualized fast and simple, but the thresholds are given manually [9] . Withey. DJ improved edge tracking method and apply it to magnetic resonance image (MRI), but still vulnerable to small grain and image noise [10] . Similar methods improve several disadvantages of traditional methods, but there is no good use of medical features, ignoring the role of the regional characteristics in segmentation. Region growing method can effectively overcome the failures of other methods to use average gray, coordinates of center and other spatial information [11] . So it is more applicable to the process of medical images. Yeny Yim use region growing and connected with reverse regional markers to extract the lung and bronchus region [12] .
The contribution of this paper are combining with signs of lung diseases in HRCT images, and introduced texture feature extraction into the HRCT analysis, analyzed the relationship between texture features and imaging findings, selected statistical analysis formula and texture feature extraction step of HRCT, realized texture parameter extraction of any straight line and region of interest (ROI). And a segmentation algorithm based on granular computing is proposed, achieved an accurate segmentation on the chest HRCT images of lung tissue, and calculated area of lung tissue according to the results segmentation.
II. CHOICE OF TEXTURE FEATURES AND FRAME OF EXTRACTION

A. Choice of Texture Features
According to medical diagnostic needs, extracted features of HRCT images are features of ROI, features of straight line and area of lung-tissue. Texture features of ROI including center, density (gray) features and area. a.
Texture features of ROI • Center
The center describes the position of the region. R is pixels set of ROI, and (x, y) is a pixel of ROI. Coordinates of the center of gravity are computed based on all the pixels of region,
Where A stand for "pix area" that is the total pixel value of region; Coordinates of the regional center of gravity is value of "center", and it is one element of (9).
• Gray features Different from geometrical property, gray features of ROI is compared and computed based on all the pixels of the region. R and (x, y) are same as above, , x y l is gray value of pixels, sum is total sum of gray value, so
, ,
Gray features, such as maximum, minimum, median, mean and other statistics are generally used. And the mean value can be used as descriptors of the average density features, the maximum and minimum can be employed as descriptors of the extreme density features. Comparison of lesions' features values and normal regions can estimate the extent of lesions.
• Area
The area describes the size of ROI. Given a polygon Q whose vertex are discrete points, N B is the number of discrete points on the Q's contour, N 1 is the number of points inside Q, then the area of Q is A (Q). Difference of lung tissue area is an important indicator of small airway disease. In order to accurately calculate the area of lung tissue required to segment the lung tissue accurately. So this paper presented a segmentation algorithm based on granular computing and regiongrowing method segmented the lung tissue of chest HRCT accurately. Then, area of lung tissue is calculated based on the segmentation results. Differences of the area lesions lung tissue and normal tissue are used estimate the extent of bronchitis.
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B. Frame of Extraction
Aiming at calculating HRCT image texture features, carry on extraction feature of ROI, gray feature of straight line and lung-tissue area. When extracting ROI features, first determine the area of interesting based on radiologist's analysis of the whole HRCT image, outline the ROI area manually. Then according to statistical method analyzing ROI feature, calculate the ROI parameters and evaluate the results. When extracting gray feature of straight line, first determine the line of interesting or the broken line of interesting according to radiologist's analysis as well, then calculate the gray curve according statistical analysis method. When calculating lung tissue area, first acts according to granular computing, improve region growing method, the lungs soft tissue carries on the segmentation to HRCT images, carries on the appraisal to the segmentation result, according to most superior segmentation result computation lung tissue area. Structural chat of feature extraction is shown as Fig. 1 . In this section, a segmentation algorithm based on granular computing is presented, and region-growing method is improved. It is applied to chest HRCT segmentation of the lung tissue, and gains more accurate segmentation results than other traditional methods.
A. The granulating of HRCT
Any region of HRCT images may regard as one granule. A tolerance granule is written as a 3-tuple [13]:
G=(IG, EG, FG)
where IG stands for intension of G, EG represents extension, FG is transformation function of between IG and EG. In HRCT, intension of G is formalized as follows:
where mean stands for average gradient of granule, if stands for whether have pixels which gray value is smaller than 510, d stands for the distance from the granule center of the image center.
In this paper, FG is region growing segmentation method. HRCT have pixel layers and image layers object structure. This paper denote a granule by . The distance between two region granules can be described as 
B. Improved Region Growing
Region growing method is similar pixels together to form the target area. The presented algorithm uses the mean value of ROI to select seed points automatically, improves the manual selection of original algorithm, and does not need to repeatedly adjust the threshold parameters. According to tolerance relation system the criteria of growth is improved, so this algorithm is more suitable for HRCT segmentation. Algorithm flow is shown in Fig.2 . 
c) Step 3 Stopping:
After n rounds of growth, stopping criteria is represented as that the nth granule O n is a pixel. If stopping criteria is satisfied, then stop and output results. Otherwise go to structure new TG.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, the original HRCT images are provided by the Shanxi Medical University Radiology Department. The image includes background, lung-tissue, trunk, main trachea, bronchus, bone, etc. The algorithm is implemented on MATLAB7.1, open "dicom." form chest HRCT image directly. Three representatives HRCT chest images are selected from the same patients HRCT sequence, it can effectively test the versatility of this segmentation algorithm.
A. Feature Extraction of ROI
According to (1), (2), (3) and (4), carry on ROI feature extraction of HRCT. The figure below shows the four ROIs manually outlined in the original images. The four texture parameters, including: pix area, center coordinates (center), density (mean), variance (Std), minimum gray (Min), maximum intensity (Max), gray scale median (Median). ROI 1 is large region of the left lung tissue, ROI 2 is large region of the right lung tissue, in order to observe measurement accuracy, choose the ROI 3 and ROI 4 is contained in the ROI 1.
According to the accuracy and precision of calculation, mean value of the density of ROI, the average of ROI 3 and ROI 4 mean value should be the mean value of ROI 1. Let 
B. Feature Extraction of Straight Line
According to (5), the row 1 of Tab.Ⅳ are show straight lines of interesting in three images, the row 2 are two dimensional gray curve of straight line 1, the row 3 are three dimensional gray curve of straight line 2. The abscissa of gray curve is length of the straight line, the ordinate is the gray value of the points on the straight line corresponds to. The curves can accurately and directly observe changes of the lung gray value and a point on any line intensity.
Feature of straight line providing a visual data for the diagnosis of small airway disease. Normal chest HRCT in obvious sub pleural bronchial shadow, and the gray curve showed few and small burr. But tree-in-bud and bronchiectasis makes the texture of HRCT thickening, glitches of curve more and larger, as show in row 2 of table IV. 
C. Area Feature Extraction of Lung-tissue
Segmentation of lung soft tissue has a high research value for pulmonary asthma, bronchitis and other small airway disease diagnosis. The segmentation results of proposed method based on granular computing are shown in row 2 of Tab.Ⅴ, in order to compare the effectiveness of the segmentation methods, especially show segmentation results of traditional region growing method, the threshold method and level set method.
According to accurate segmentation results, calculated the area of lung tissue using statistical methods, the results in row 6 of table Ⅴ . The segmentation results have removed bronchial and blood vessels, so area of lung tissue directly reflects the extent of air trapping. 
D. Evaluation of the Segmentation Results
The evaluation methods of segmentation result have the following three. According to the combination of prior information, the presented segmentation method combines the average gray value, distance prior information than other image segmentation method has better accuracy and relevance.
A good segmentation result's contour line is quite smooth. According to goal contour smooth degree evaluate algorithm, it is also called outline index. According to the Log edge detection of bronchial contours and Sobel edge detection of the external contour of lung tissue in Tab 
